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fig to him, he took it in his hand, held it up as a child would do,
cried out, Great Diogenes, and then returned it to the giver.
Three things, he remarked, are needful for becoming a learned
man, talents, instruction, pmetiee. Having beard that he had
been reviled by a certain one, he exclaimed, Let them IJCOl1rg8
me, while I am absent tiom them.--When asked, What is the
di1I"erence between the learned and the unleamed, he replied,
The same 18 between the living and the dead. In plOSperity. he
aaid, is leaming an ornament; in adversity, a. refuge. To the
question. What is a friend? he answered, One soul dwelling in
twp bodies. Some men, he remarked, live as sparingly as if they
were never to die, others. as prodigally. as if they were to live no
longer. To the question. Why do we love to convel1le with beantiful pe!8Ous, he replied, It is the question of a blind man. What
good have you received flOm philosophy? was once asked him.
and he responded, I have learned to do of my free will. what
others do through dread of the laws. How may leamers make
the greatest progress, was another question which he BDBWered
thus, By following those who go before, and not waitiog for
those who come after. To a loquacious man. who had poured
forth many words in his presence, and then inquired, Have I not
wearied you. he replied, Mci .11,' no, I have not been listening to
Jau.-To the query. How ought we to treat our friends, his
response was, As we wish them to treat us." The last is one
among the many morceaw of this heathen sage, in which he
feebly anticipates the wisdom of an after time.
[To lie _dueled Ia tile Den .waller Gllbe .........1

ARTICLE III.
INTERPRETATION OF THE NUMBER 666 (xl,,) IN THE APOCALYPSE (13: 18)
Al'ofD THE VARIOUS READING 616

(z''').

By PerilDud Beaary, Pmf_or of Theallif)' In tile I'IederIc-WIllIua UDlvenllJ, BedJD.
TraDoIated /'rom the II Zeltaehrlft nir lpecullll1v. Tbeolope," 1836. Vol. I. Part II. By Rev.
ReDl1 BoyDloB 8m11b, Welt Amelbury, MI.

APTER the almost innumerable interpretatioDB and applications
which the .. fW6IIber ofthe beast," (.It,,o~ ~oV .fhJelfltl) has received
since the earliest Christian antiquity, tiom Jrenmus to our own
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times, it may appear dif6.cult, if not impoaaible, to succeed in a
new attempt Many may think it only a fruitless task. But, so
long 88 we have not a satisfactory interpretation, the introductory
challenge of the author of the Apocalypse, " Let him tMt 1UJth ....
tlentaruling cotmt the number of the '6e1J8t," still sounds 88 a living
warning in our ears. Hence the diligent reader, and, above all,
the careful interpreter, will ever feel himself impelled anew to the
solution of the proposed problem; and this feeling should be strong
in proportion to the importance of such a solution to the right understanding of the whole book. The later commentaries have
made a great advance towards a correct interpretation of this part
of Scripture.
It is not necessary to give the many unsuccessful interpretations
of this passage, 88 preliminary to the exhibition of our own views.
J. C. Wolf, and the works which he cites, 88 well 88 Hartwig and
Heinrichs, give a very copious, although somewhat incomplete
register of them. We will begin at once, from what we consider
the correct position of the matter, 88 Ewald has stated it He
justly remarks, that the general application of the number presents
no difficulty; for, the name of a Roman emperor, perhaps of Nero
himself, must necessarily be contained in it But there is a twofold difficulty attending the elimination of the de.fi*te name. For,
in the first place, the reading is questionable, 88 is well known.
Irenaeus found not only the common reading, 666, but also the
number 616. And, secondly, it may be questioned, whether John
based himself upon the Hebrew or the Greek language; and,
hence, in determining the number, %W or Xli', whether we are ~
make use of the numerical value of the letters of the one alphabet
or of the other. On this account, Ewald has reduced the choice to
only two interpretations; which he, at the same time, divides between the two readings and languages. 1. According to the usual
reading, and the value of the letters in the Greek language, we
have, .Aa:r&~, that is, 30+1+300+6+10+60+70+200=666.
This, 88 is well known, is the interpretation given by !renaeus.
2. According to the other reading, and the value of the letters in
Hebrew, we have,
.,0"j) Caesar Romae, [Emperor of Rome,]
that is, 100+10+60+200 and 200+6+40=616.
Considering for a moment, these two interpretations, apart from
the reading, we think that the second is to be unhesitatingly preferred. For, in general, it seems improbable, that an artificial designation, current only among the Jews, should be reckoned in the
Apocalypse by the value of the letters in a s1:l'aDge language. EvVOL.l No.1.
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ery interpretation, then, is to be rejected, which is hued upon any
other value of the letters, than that which they have in the Hebrew Jauguage. A special reason agajnst the fimt interpretation is
also to be found in the vagueness of the designation-Latin; for,
in the number, 88 must be acknowledged, is intended to be concealed a designation of an individual, 88 definite 88 possible.
The second interpretation, Caesar Romae, that is (Caesar being
taken 88 the designation of the imperialllUlk.) emperor of Rome,
comes nearer to satisfying this intention. But it presupposes the
correctness of the reading, 616; and rejects the usual reading, 666,
which Jrenaeus found in all the ancient and exact man\lscripts.
And it rejects this reading 88 spurious, on almost the same grounds,
on which it is received 88 genuine in the timt interpretation; that
ill, that it originated in the desire to get a round number.
Our own interpretation is 88 follows. In the number, we have
the value of the letters in Hebrew, that form the name of Nero
. himself, 88 this is given in the Talmud, and .other rabbinical writings: .,op 1''"I~1=®+200+6+® and 100+60+200=666. And
when we add, that along with the Grecian and Hebrew pronunciation of his name, the shorter Roman pronunciation also existed,
Nero Caesar, and that this, in Hebrew, is written '"lOp ''"I~=®+
200+6 and 100+6+200, which together make up 616; the ancient various reading is also entirely accounted for.
The correctness of this interpretation has, thus, a double voucher.

ARTICLE IV.
TBB IITllUC'l'UU 01' TBB GOBPBL ACCOIlDING TO IfA'1'TIIBW.
By Dr.

c. A. ~ Prot_oCTI!eoIoo Ia ErIaD"D, JIanrIa.

IIorDIOD Smith, Weet AmelburJ, ....

TnuIated." an. H_1II7

[The following dissertation was published, 88 a University Pro-

gramm, at ErlaDgen. in 1842. Its autbor is principally known by
his elaborate Commentary upon the Epistle to the Ephesians,
which appeared in 1834. This has been cited, even by German
critics, 88 being the model of a commentary. And it is no less dia-
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I The fuller form, "It)'P ""I'~, i. ulaally found in Jewilb writio.. ; e. ,.
ThaIm. Bah. GiUin. Fol.66 a. But thiI
tiom the __ el'ort to be clear,
which maJree them, in the _
pJaee, pllt 'iI"''Q n~" for 1I'l=l' etc.
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